Product Information

Custom Acrylic Drawer Organizers You Design Online
SPECIFICATIONS

BENEFITS


Fully assembled, perfect fit





Organization your way—you design the compartments and
divider layouts or choose from templates

Made from durable and attractive 1/8” clear cast
acrylic



Hand-assembled in USA using modern adhesives,
strong finger joinery, and tab & slot construction



Attractive and modern look



Eliminate wasted space in your drawers



Min Size: 2” x 2” x 1”



Easy to clean—no need to worry about spills and messes



Max Size: 39” x 24” x 6”



User-friendly web design tool



Washable—Top-rack dishwasher safe



Quick turnaround time—we build and ship in days, not
weeks! No minimum order quantities



Each organizer includes a bottom, four outer walls,
and internal dividers—fully assembled



Save and modify your designs for future use



Cost varies by design size and complexity

CUSTOMERS


Homeowners & Renters



Doctors, Dentists & Veterinarians



Property & Office Managers



Designers, Builders & Architects



Industrial & Trade Professionals



Hobbyists

“The pieces fit perfectly, the quality
is great, and the production time was
incredibly fast.
Overall, a great experience.”

What will YOU build?
Phone: 720-545-2429

https://OrganizeMyDrawer.com

e-mail: info@organizemydrawer.com
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Frequently Asked Questions
DESIGN TOOL

MEASUREMENTS

Is the design tool easy to use?

How do I measure my drawer so the organizer fits correctly?

We sure think so! We have worked diligently to create an intuitive design tool that is
easier than most art programs.
How much time does it take to design a drawer organizer?
You can design an organizer in under five minutes if you have your inside drawer
dimensions and your ideas ready.

1.

Measure the inside dimensions of your drawer

2.

We recommend reducing the organizer dimensions by 1/8” to 1/4”
from the actual inside drawer dimensions to ensure it slides easily
into the drawer

3.

If your drawer has any exposed knob/handle screw heads, we
recommend reducing the organizer depth an additional 1/8” to 1/4”

How do I design a drawer organizer?

What are the dimensions I need to know before designing a drawer organizer?

1.

Go to the website design tool [START BUILDING] and enter the desired
organizer dimensions and select APPLY



Depth = Measurement from front to back inside your drawer

2.

ADD, MOVE, and EDIT your compartment divider walls (horizontal and
vertical lines)



Width = Measurement from left to right inside your drawer

3.

PREVIEW your design



Height = Measurement from the bottom to the top of your drawer

4.

Give your project a title and click SAVE DESIGN

5.

Select REVIEW/BUY to add your organizer to your cart and checkout

What are the size limitations on custom organizers?



Smallest organizer: 2” x 2” x 1”



Largest organizer: 24” x 39” x 6” or 39” x 24” x 6”

PROPER USE, CARE & CLEANING
How do I clean my organizer? Gentle soap and water normally does the trick. Use a non-abrasive cloth. Dry your organizer immediately to reduce spotting. You can use plastic
polish to remove fine scratches or if you want your organizer to really shine! (We use Novus brand). Do NOT use products that contain ammonia, alcohol, acetone, abrasives, finger
nail polish remover, window cleaners, or other solvents such as thinners, gasoline, benzene and tetrachloride; these will cloud the plastic surface and may crack and ruin the surface.
Can I put my organizer in the dishwasher? Yes! We’ve tested our organizers in household dishwashers and they remain strong, clear and clean up nicely. We recommend using
the top rack to reduce the chance of deforming.
What if my organizer gets scratched? It is normal to see surface scratches on acrylic during use. You can use a plastic polish and non-abrasive cloth to buff out fine scratches.
(We use Novus brand)
Is my organizer heat resistant? Acrylic is a rigid plastic that handles household temperatures well, but will deform if applied to temperatures over 194 F and may melt at temperatures
over 212 F. We recommend keeping your organizers away from hot areas like your stove, oven and microwave.
Will my organizer break if I drop it? Probably. Although acrylic is durable and shatterproof, it may crack or break if dropped, so please handle your organizer with care. Although not
as fragile as glass, acrylic will crack or break if handled improperly.
Can I use my organizer for food? Please do NOT. The adhesive used during assembly is not listed by the FDA as being food safe. Direct contact with food should be avoided.

PRICING
How much does a custom organizer cost? Our organizers are priced based on each unique design. We calculate the cost based on the size and complexity of your design.
How do I reduce the cost of my custom organizer? Reducing the quantity of compartments and lowering the wall height are simple methods to reduce the cost of your custom
organizer.
What methods of payment are accepted? Is it secure? We accept all major credit cards processed through secure, encrypted technology. We do not store your credit card
information on our computers or servers. The information is remotely handled by Authorize.net, a third party credit card merchant account system.

for more help e-mail: info@organizemydrawer.com
Phone: 720-545-2429
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